
17037: "still likely in the states and possibly employed at the university but nonetheless spending quite some

time out observing many a clouds which from the beginning have much animal content with also a few kids but

then shifts more to women with even a white woman being beaten by a black guy and more elegant ones but

still presumably showing a bit of sexual repression on my side or provocations with all the female american

colleagues wearing decollete"

17038: "still possibly clouds captures in the summer spent traveling from new england and around the ontario

lake with some rather sexual scenes possibly due to some frustration like at work but also with a few monkeys

and many birds mixed with other human and animal elements"

17039: "not really clear again as to when these clouds where observed but it is likely while being in the united

states still spending the afternoons with august after school and detecting many prehistoric figures and a lot of

laying human soften in a sexual pose with small kids involved"

17040: "still not sure where i collected these clouds but probably now in sweden given the boats and aquatic

things depicted here possibly captured while running or walking along the water and also a few knight related

clouds and a few quite complex ones"

17041: "i  am not really  sure where these clouds were examined possibly still  in the states also given the

amount of cowboys in imagined and also a few flying figures like a superhero but also a few fishes mostly

incorporated in other creatures"

17042: "still not sure where i recorded these clouds but likely still while in the states walking with my kid and

detecting here some nudities and a few cowboys with the figure of the horse coming back as well as other

animals but also laptops which might indicate my psychological state then and makes me suspect that i could

have already got back to sweden"

17043: "shapes of clouds executed at the beginning of the summer still a few years behind my annotations

which i am still not sure to when they belong but anyway still finding quite some animals in the clouds like

horses and sheep but also a few fishes eating or biting females"



17044: "clouds certainly observed while in stockholm and still figuring out what to do and often now taking

small walks with august after school as well  as often walked down to jacek's studio and looking at clouds

mostly by the calm water side even when running and annotating the clouds in the back of the card i use to

keep track of my speed tracking quite some aquatic animals as well as centaurs with some violent scenes"

17045: "clouds recorded at the beginning of the winter while still  unemployed in stockholm taking care of

august and mostly bringing him to school and back spending most of time with him and getting probably

affected by all the toys we play together"

17046: "in stockholm looking for a job with the winter setting in but being quite disciplined going running

down to the lake and probably seeing clouds then and annotating them on the back of the piece of cardboard

where  i  annotate  my  speed  but  also  taking  there  small  walks  with  august  making  him  stay  home  from

kindergarten and visiting a small  farm and probably being inspired by it  imaging several  animals but also

dragons and robots together with women at times naked"

17047: "clouds recorded mostly while living in the stockholm suburb taking care of my kid and of myself going

running by the lake and observing clouds there as well as in the time spent in the countryside preparing my

land but also traveling to italy and taking walks there on the hills  as well  as going to cloudy austria for a

conference and observing a lot of flying humans with several animals some of them scary and a few naked

bodies"

17048: "clouds documented in the beginning of the winter living in the stockholm suburb and hanging out a lot

with  august  particularly  after  picking  him from school  taking  small  walks  around the lake and also going

running  there  and  observing  the  clouds  seeing  now  a  lot  of  people  standing  on  different  animals  and

creatures"

17049: "a christmas holiday spent in italy still with august and liselotte enjoying the sun there and occasional

clouds detecting several crocodiles as well as boats with also several skulls and skeletons and only a few naked

women"



17050: "a month spent mostly with august picking him from school and also now walking particularly to the

south of stockholm for some work there and observing clouds also while running or going over to jacek studio

looking at cloud there by the lake detecting several knights and babies but also cowboys and different animals"

17051: "a month characterized by a lot of women seen in the clouds as well as a lot of open african animals

mouths with several heads and skulls and a skeleton all captured during a cold winter month spent entirely in

stockholm writing proposals at the library as well as taking small walks to pick little august atschool or out

running by the frozen water"

17052: "clouds captured still in the long swedish winter spending a lot of time with my kid after school and

running alone in the morning by the lake with again several aquatic elements like fishes and ducks but also a

snake and a few cowboys and some naked women"

17053: "still in sweden again spending time running out by the lake and observing the clouds form there as

well as when picking august at school observing manyangels and birds but as well much aquatic creatures and

an boat"

17054: "still a lot of clouds detected during a long period in stockholm unemployed and yet enjoying the sunny

cold winter now observing many snails  and turtles but mostly horses and riding scenes with a few naked

women always laying and a few war related images"

17055: "transfigurations executed while traveling in california and representing the shapes i have tracked in

clouds while in stockholm mostly applying for jobs and having a rather ordinary life picking my kid at school

and running and observing many clouds in these occasions but also eventually getting affected by italy with a

few clouds related to my time there getting closer back to my parents"

17056: "still in stockholm now also traveling more often to italy reconnecting with my parents and spending

time in the countryside pruning apple trees and observing the clouds there beside also while with my kid

picking him from school and taking some walks with him with the spring seeing many animals and humans

seating or standing next to them as well as infants"



17057: "still in stockholm searching for a job and taking care of my kid spending time out with him and also

running and observing the clouds and annotating them first on the paper where i can track of my speed seeing

a lot of flying objects and animals"

17058: "still in sweden seeing a lot of flying objects and not so many nudes but quite some agitated figures

with war related equipment"

17059: "clouds observed with the coming of  the better weather resuming my teaching in  stockholm and

applying for new positions elsewhere while still keeping my usual schedule of picking august up at school and

going to run in the morning making these moments good to observe clouds this time with several aggressive

animals like dinosaurs and a few naked women"

17060: "another month of looking at the clouds most certainly while in stockholm walking to work to the

academy and spending the rest of my time either running or with august seeing many different exotic animals

and males as well as females interacting with them"

17061: "a month still in sweden unemployed yet very much walking and exploring the local nature with my kid

and seeing many dynamic shapes in the clouds with eagles and moving vehicles"

17062: "clouds observed in sweden but also in krakow organizing a workshop therewith jacek and spending

quite some time roaming the city to then go back to my usual routine in stockholm observing clouds while

running by the lake and picking my son at school but also while in the countryside"

17063:  "a  month  moving  to  the  swedish  countryside  and  observing  most  of  the  clouds  there  beside  a

wonderful holiday in madrid and then traveling with the family to andalucia observing some clouds also while

in the wonderful sierra nevada"

17064: "still clouds recorded while in the swedish countryside having given up the stockholm apartment taking

long lonely walks"



17065: "still in sweden in the summer looking at clouds and find both meditative and angry shapes possibly

reflecting my situation there feeling at times happy formy new position at the university but also frustrated of

life with my parents-in-law"

17066: "still a lot of animals seeing while in the swedish countryside spending a cold summer there and seeing

mostly exotic animals interacting with humans both young and old and even naked females"

17067: "shapes of clouds recorded in my last summer in the swedish countryside getting really bored and

frustrated now observing many animals both while in the farm as well as when walking alone in the fields

making use of the long days"

17068: "still in the swedish countryside experiencing a very rainy summer with many clouds to observe while

growing quite frustrated of being unable to build the case-study for my upcoming thesis and taking several

walks on the old railroad observing there many clouds"

17069: "still  in the swedish countryside experiencing a lot of bad summer weather with a lot of clouds to

interpret with many animals and humans but also several vehicles"

17070: "the very last month spent in the swedish countryside now spending a beautiful last vacation with my

son and his mother in my native village traveling to beautiful garda lake and hiking in the mountains observing

the clouds there and then back in sweden moving to djursholm and spending a few nice afternoon swimming

at the lake and seeing many monster like characters in the clouds"

17071: "clouds recorded during my last holiday in italy with august and his mother united going through the

beauty f the landscape there and later in sweden moving to our new place out of stockholm experiencing a lot

of clouds with several animals and skeletons"

17072: "clouds recorded while living in the new apartment in djursholm feeling quite depressed about the

weather after sunny italy but trying to be out at the small  lake and working on a small  vegetable garden

observing the clouds from there seeing many human figures standing a later laying interacting with animals but



also objects"


